Dabble Studio Space Rental Fact Sheet
Dabble Studio is a great place to host your engagement party, wedding
shower, baby shower, birthday party, or any celebration!! Our space is
bright and beautiful, with 2 outdoor patios! We are conveniently located in
the very trendy Germantown/Downtown Nashville neighborhood right next
to the Sounds baseball stadium! Because of the way our studio is laid out,
we are able to provide a truly turnkey experience – leave the set up to us
and enjoy our beautiful space for your next event! Here is a little bit more
information about hosting an event in our space:
Does Dabble Studio rent out the studio as a space rental without including
a painting or cooking class?
Yes we do!
What does Dabble Studio charge for a studio rental?
We charge $200+tax per hour with a minimum of 4 hours.
What amount would you need for a deposit?
We require a deposit for 3 hours of studio time ($600+tax) to reserve the
space for your event.
How many people does Dabble Studio accommodate?
For a seated dinner, we can accommodate up to 48 people. For a standing
cocktail party, we can accommodate up to 70-75 people.
How much outdoor seating is there on the patios?
We have 2 wonderful outdoor patios you can use! One seats 6 and the
other seats 10. They are also wonderful for mingling! We allow drinking on
the patio but drinks cannot be taken outside of the patio railings.
Does your venue have tables and chairs?
Yes! Our rental rates INCLUDE the use of our tables and chairs. No need
to rent your own.
Can we move the tables around?
Of course! The tables can be moved around and positioned to your
preference. Tables and chairs cannot be removed from the studio, but
chairs can be stacked and moved aside for cocktail style parties.
Would we be allowed to have alcohol if we hire a licensed bartender?
Yes! You are welcome to bring in alcohol or purchase it from us. If you
bring in your own alcohol we require a licensed ABC bartender to be

present to serve alcohol. We also require a liability form and a form of
assurance that all drinking are 21+ to be signed prior to the beginning of
the party.
Can we hire a bartender from Dabble?
One of us will be there regardless, just because it's our policy for private
events. We are happy to bartend for $50+tax an hour in lieu of tips so you
wouldn't need to worry about that for your guests.
Does Dabble provide dinnerware (plates, flatware, glasses, wine glasses)?
We charge a flat fee of $75+tax for a set of 50 plates, flatware, glasses etc
-- keep in mind they will be nice but disposable. We use them in our own
classes because we like them so much! You are welcome to bring in your
own dinnerware if you would prefer.
Does Dabble provide any service items like warmers/buffet, or serving
utensils we could use for the catered food?
We don't have any warmers. We have 2 ovens but we are the only ones
who can operate them. We would be happy to help with this if that will be
helpful!
Does Dabble provide table linens?
We use plastic table covers so that we can throw them away after each
class when we have painting classes (to keep our tables nice). That said,
our tables are wooden and beautiful and we really love them without
covers.
Does Dabble provide a PA/music system?
Yep! We have both! You may use our small stage, mic, and PA system
with speakers, our wall-mounted monitor with AppleTV for presentations,
and for music, you may bring your playlist on an iPad or iPhone to pair with
our portable speaker and play via Bluetooth. Or, you may choose a
Pandora station on our iPad, since we have a commercial license that
allows us to play music via Pandora in our studio.
Are we required to hire security or pay other attendants? We do not
typically require security or other attendants. If you believe your event will
require security, our venue is likely not a good choice for you.
What about cleaning?
We expect the studio to be returned to the condition it was prior to your
event. The time you spend setting up before and cleaning up after will
incur the same $200+tax per hour fee as the time of your actual event. We

also charge a $100+tax cleaning fee for deep cleaning after your event.
Are we able to set up a time to see the studio prior to the event? Yes, of
course! Please contact us via email at info@dabblestudio.com to set up a
time.

